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As time goes by, it is more common to see and hear about the deaths, assassinations and 

disappearances that journalists face on a daily basis all over the world. Unfortunately, this is not 

new and it has been going on for decades. One of the worst threats that journalists have had to 

fear was Pablo Escobar in Colombia during the 1980s.  

 Everything started when Stephanie Martinez, a former George Mason University student 

who majored in marketing and journalism, decided to create a documentary about journalists 

who were killed and threatened in Colombia by Pablo Escobar. 

 Her documentary is based on a personal story. Martinez’s step-grandfather, Alberto Jubiz 

Hasbun, was condemned, though innocent, for assassinating an influential and important 

Colombian politician during the ‘80s. Hasbun was in jail for three years despite being innocent. 

It was later discovered that Pablo Escobar was behind this and that everything was a conspiracy 

against Martinez’s step-grandfather. According to Martinez, the only journalist who believed that 

Hasbun was innocent was threatened and forced into exiled.  

 “It's a little complicated, but that's pretty much how the idea of ‘UNCENSORED’ 

started,” Martinez said.  

 This documentary is called “UNCENSORED,” and Martinez tries to seek answers as to 

why so many journalists have died investigating the truth about Colombia’s darkest times. 

However, Martinez also tries to relate to and point out that many journalists are still being killed 

and threatened today.  



 “The story is based on Colombian journalists, however their experience is being lived by 

many journalists today around the world. In places like Somalia, Mexico, Honduras and Syria 

journalists are being murdered left and right,” Martinez said. “Somalia and Syria are pretty bad, 

and hopefully this film will help inspire more people to take action and make a change.”  

 It took Martinez years and experience working as a journalist in channels such as 

Telemundo and Univision to decide that she wanted to make a different documentary where her 

interest in journalism would reflect. 

  “I started liking journalism more, so everything I did was journalism related,” Martinez 

said. “I freelanced for several news stations until I discovered that I was more interested in 

longer, more in-depth stories of social justice. That's when I decided to dedicate most of my time 

in documentary filmmaking.” 

  In “UNCENSORED,” Martinez interviewed many journalists that suffered attacks and 

were affected by Pablo Escobar’s forces. She traveled to Colombia and other states in the United 

States to interview some of the exiled journalist that lived during these hard times.  

 “I did go to Colombia to interview some of the participants. I tracked them down through 

the Internet and explained what the documentary was about and its purpose and they loved it,” 

Martinez said.  

 Martinez’s “UNCENSORED” has had many reactions from students studying journalism 

or are in the field of communication. 

 “I think it is very important that people know not only about how big of a drug trafficker 

Escobar was, but also the damage that he caused to many journalists,” said Giorgia Donda, a 

communication student at Mason. “It is good that the public understands the danger that they still 

face today.”  



 Today, many journalists fear for their lives in Colombia, where there is still armed 

conflict as well as drug traffickers who threaten them or their families.   

 “Living here in Colombia, I am aware of the many threats that journalists are exposed, 

and hopefully this film will make government create more laws to protect them,” said Julian 

Vanegas, who studies journalism in Colombia. “Journalists here might try to censor some of the 

things they see or find out because they are scared of the threats.” 

 Sadly, many journalists, especially in third world countries are exposed to these dangers 

because there is not complete freedom of press or their rights are not being protected.  

  


